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Abstract

This paper explores a family of generalized sweeping preconditionners for Helmholtz problems
with non-overlapping checkerboard partition of the computational domain. The domain decomposi-
tion procedure relies on high-order transmission conditions and cross-point treatments, which can-
not scale without an efficient preconditioning technique when the number of subdomains increases.
With the proposed approach, existing sweeping preconditioners, such as the symmetric Gauss-Seidel
and parallel double sweep preconditioners, can be applied to checkerboard partitions with different
sweeping directions (e.g. horizontal and diagonal). Several directions can be combined thanks to the
flexible version of GMRES, allowing for the rapid transfer of information in the different zones of the
computational domain, then accelerating the convergence of the final iterative solution procedure.
Several two-dimensional finite element results are proposed to study and to compare the sweeping
preconditioners, and to illustrate the performance on cases of increasing complexity.

1 Introduction

Time-harmonic wave simulations are of interest in many scientific and engineering disciplines. For ex-
ample, in radar or sonar imaging and wireless communications, the wavelength of the signal is usually
several orders of magnitude smaller than the size of the domains of interest. Similarly, in seismic imag-
ing, wave fields in complex geological media show a wide range of space-varying wavenumbers, caused
by large variations in the velocity profile. Solving such time-harmonic problems numerically using fi-
nite element-type methods is notoriously difficult because it leads to (extremely) large indefinite linear
systems [14], especially in the high-frequency regime. One the one hand, sparse direct solvers exhibit
poor scalability w.r.t. memory and computational time for such linear systems, in particular for three-
dimensional problems. On the other hand, most iterative methods that have proved successful for elliptic
problems become inefficient when applied to problems with highly oscillatory solutions, and no robust
and scalable preconditioner currently exists [25].

Parallel iterative solvers and parallel preconditionners, called generically “domain decomposition
methods” (DDMs), are currently intensively studied for time-harmonic problems. These methods rely
on the parallel solution of subproblems of smaller sizes, amenable to sparse direct solvers. In a finite
element context, there are two types of DDMs: overlapping DDMs in which the meshes of two adjacent
subdomains overlap by at least one element; and non-overlapping DDMs where adjacent subdomains only
communicate through an artificial (lower dimensional) interface. The latter include e.g. non-overlapping
Schwarz methods [11], FETI algorithms [9, 15] and the method of polarized traces [48].

In this work, we focus on non-overlapping domain decomposition solvers with optimized transmission
conditions, which are well suited for time-harmonic wave problems [4, 11, 17, 18]. After non-overlapping
Schwarz methods were introduced by Lions [29] for the Laplace equation and proven to converge for the
Helmholtz equation by Després [11], considerable efforts have been made to develop efficient transmission
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conditions to improve the rate of convergence for DDMs. The optimal convergence is obtained by
using as transmission condition on each interface the Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) map related to the
complementary of the subdomain of interest. This DtN map is a nonlocal operator and is thus in practice
very expensive to compute. Optimized Schwarz methods were introduced in [18], where the nonlocal
DtN is approximated by first or second order polynomial approximations, with coefficients obtained by
optimization on simple geometries. Later, quasi-optimal optimized Schwarz methods were proposed in
[4] based on rational approximations related to those used in high-order absorbing boundary conditions
(HABC). Conditions based on second-order operators [37], perfectly matched layers (PML) [1, 42, 46]
and non-local approaches [7, 26] have also been investigated.

Even with optimal transmission conditions however, as is expected for a one-level method, the number
of iterations of the DDM will grow as the number of subdomains increases. A solution for certain classes of
problems is to add a component to the algorithm that is known in the DDM community as a “coarse grid”
[16], in effect a second-level to enable longer-range information exchange than the local sharing (from one
subdomain to its neighbors) of the one-level DDM. Nevertheless, the design of robust coarse grids is very
challenging for wave-type problems because of the highly oscillatory behavior of the solution, and several
approaches are currently investigated in the community (see e.g. [3, 8] and references herein). As an
alternative approach, sweeping preconditioners have been proposed and studied for convection-diffusion
problems in the 90’s [34, 35]. They have recently garnered a lot of interest for high-frequency Helmholtz
problems [6, 13, 19, 42, 45, 46, 48], promising a number of DDM iterations that is quasi independent
of the number of subdomains. However, they have two major drawbacks: they rely on intrinsically
sequential operations (they are related to a LU-type factorization of the underlying iteration operator)
and they are naturally only suited for layered-type domain decompositions (where the layered structure
allows to explicit the LU factorization as a double sweep across the subdomains).

In this work, we explore a family of generalized sweeping preconditionners where sweeps can be
done in several directions for non-overlapping domain decomposition solvers with “checkerboard” do-
main partition. This contribution relies on the availability of transmission conditions able to deal with
the cross-points (i.e. points where more than two subdomains meet) arising in such configurations. We
consider a domain decomposition solver with high-order Padé-type transmission conditions [4] and a
cross-point treatment recently proposed in [33]. Sweeping preconditioners are derived in a systematic
manner, based on the explicit representation of the iteration matrix in the case of checkerboard de-
compositions. The sweeps can be performed in Cartesian and diagonal directions, and several sweeping
directions can be combined by using the flexible version of GMRES [39, 40], which allows to change the
preconditioner at each iteration. For applicative cases, the resulting preconditioners provide an effective
way to rapidly transfer information in the different zones of the computational domain, then accelerating
the convergence of iterative solution procedure with GMRES. Our approach is related to the recent
work on L-sweeps preconditioners [45] and diagonal sweeping technique [27], where directional sweeping
strategies are proposed in the context of the method of polarized traces and the source transfer method,
respectively. Here, the preconditioners are proposed for non-overlapping domain decomposition solvers
with high-order transmission conditions, and several directions can be combined thanks to the use of
flexible GMRES.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the non-overlapping domain decomposition
algorithm with high-order transmission condition and cross-points treatment for checkerboard domain
decompositions. The matrix representation of the resulting iteration operator is derived and studied in
Section 3. It is used in Section 4 to derive sweeping preconditioners. In Section 5, we study and com-
pare the resulting preconditioned domain decomposition algorithms with two-dimensional finite element
benchmarks. The efficiency of these methods is demonstrated on numerical models and configurations
of increasing complexity.

2 Domain decomposition algorithm for the Helmholtz equation

To describe our approach, we consider the two-dimensional scattering problem of an incident acoustic
plane wave by a sound-soft obstacle of boundary Γsca. The numerical simulations are performed in a
rectangular computational domain Ω of boundary ∂Ω = Γsca

⋃
Γ∞, with Γ∞ the external (artificial)
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Figure 1: Configuration of the problem (left), illustration of the checkerboard partition (middle) and notation
for the edges of the subdomain ΩI (right).

boundary (see Figure 1, left). We seek the scattered field u(x) that verifies
−∆u− κ2u = 0, in Ω,

∂nu+ Bu = 0, on Γ∞,

u = −uinc, on Γsca,

(1)

where κ is the wavenumber, uinc is the incident wave, ∂n is the exterior normal derivative and B is an
impedance operator to be defined. We take the convention that the time-dependence of the fields is
e−ıωt, where ω is the angular frequency and t is the time. The impedance operator corresponding to a
Sommerfeld absorbing boundary condition (ABC) on Γ∞ is B = −ıκ.

2.1 Domain decomposition algorithm on a checkerboard partition

We consider a checkerboard partition of the domain Ω, that consists in a lattice of rectangular non-
overlapping subdomains ΩI (I = 1 . . . Ndom) with Nr rows and Nc columns (then, Ndom = Nr × Nc).
For each rectangular subdomain ΩI , the four edges are denoted Γ�

I , with � ∈ {x−, y−, x+, y+}, where
the superscripts x−, y−, x+ and y+ correspond to the edges on the left, on the bottom, on the right and
on the top of the subdomain, respectively (see Figure 1, right). The union of the edges then reads⋃

� Γ�
I = Γ

x−
I ∪ Γ

y−
I ∪ Γ

x+

I ∪ Γ
y+
I .

To simplify the presentation, we assume that the obstacle is included in only one subdomain, the bound-
ary of which is the union of the four edges and the boundary of the obstacle (see Figure 1, middle).

Each edge of one subdomain ΩI is either a boundary edge if it belongs to the boundary of the global
domain (Γ�

I ⊂ ∂Ω) or an interface edge if there is a neighboring subdomain on the other side of the
edge (Γ�

I 6⊂ ∂Ω). In this checkerboard partition, there are corners where at least two edges meet. Each
corner of a subdomain is an interior cross-point (point that belongs to four subdomains), a boundary
cross-point (point that belongs to two subdomains and to the exterior border ∂Ω) or a corner of the
main domain Ω.

With these definitions, the non-overlapping domain decomposition algorithm can be set up as follows.
For each subdomain ΩI , we seek the solution uI(x) of the subproblem

−∆uI − κ2uI = 0, in ΩI ,

∂n�
I
uI + B�I uI = 0, on each Γ�

I ⊂ ∂Ω,

∂n�
I
uI + B�I uI = g�I , on each Γ�

I 6⊂ ∂Ω,

uI = −uinc, on ∂ΩI ∩ Γsca,

(2)

where n�
I is the outward unit normal to the edge Γ�

I , B�I is an impedance operator and g�I is a trans-
mission variable defined on Γ�

I . The second and third equations in (2) are boundary and transmission
conditions, respectively.
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For a given boundary edge Γ�
I ⊂ ∂Ω, we must have B�I = B to ensure the equivalence between all

the subproblems and the original problem. If Γ�
I 6⊂ ∂Ω, there is some flexibility in the choice of B�I . The

transmission variable is defined as
g�I := ∂n�

I
uJ + B�I uJ , (3)

where uJ is the solution of the neighboring subdomain ΩJ . The transmission conditions defined on
both sides of the interface enforce the continuity of the solution across the interface. Assuming that the
impedance operators used on both sides of the shared interface edge Γ�

I = Γ�′
J = ∂ΩI ∩ ∂ΩJ are the

same (i.e. B�I = B�′J ), the transmission variables defined on this edge verify

g�I = −g�
′

J + 2B�
′

J uJ , (4)

where g�
′

J is the transmission variable defined on the edge Γ�′
J of ΩJ .

The non-overlapping optimized Schwarz domain decomposition algorithm consists in solving sub-
problems associated to all the subdomains (equation (2)) concurrently and updating the transmissions
variables using (4) in an interative process. At each iteration n+1, the update formula of a transmission
variable living on an interface edge Γ�

I of a subdomain ΩI reads

g
�(n+1)
I = −g�

′(n)
J + 2B�

′

J u
(n)
J , (5)

where u
(n)
J is the solution of the neighboring subdomain ΩJ at the iteration n. The update of all the

transmission variables can be recast as one application of the iteration operator A defined by

g(n+1) = Ag(n) + b, (6)

where g(n) is the set of all transmission variables defined on the interface edges and b is given by the
source term. It is well known that this algorithm can be seen as a Jacobi scheme applied to the linear
system

(I −A)g = b, (7)

where I is the identity operator. In order to accelerate the convergence of the procedure, this system
can be solved with Krylov subspace iterative methods, such as GMRES.

2.2 Transmission operators

The convergence rate of the non-overlapping DDMs strongly depends on the impedance operator used in
the transmission conditions. The optimal transmission operator corresponds to the non-local Dirichlet-
to-Neumann (DtN) map related to the complementary of each subdomain. Since the cost of computing
the exact DtN is prohibitive, strategies based on approximate DtN operators started to be investigated in
the late 80’s and early 90’s (see e.g. [21, 36]). For Helmholtz problems, Després [2, 10] used a Robin-type
operator, which is a coarse approximation of the exact DtN operator. Improved methods with opti-
mized second-order transmission operators have next been introduced in [17, 38]. More recently, domain
decomposition approaches with improved convergence rates have been proposed by using transmission
conditions based on high-order absorbing boundary conditions (HABCs) [4, 5, 24, 30], perfectly matched
layers (PMLs) [1, 41, 42, 46] and nonlocal operators [7, 26, 44]. As for ABCs, transmission boundary
conditions related to HABCs and PMLs represent a good compromise between the basic impedance
conditions (which lead to suboptimal convergence) and nonlocal approaches (which are expensive to
compute).

In this work, we use the DtN operator associated to the Padé-type HABC as the impedance operator
in the transmission conditions, following [4]. For an edge Γ�

I , the operator can be written as

B�I = −ıκα

[
1 +

2

M

N∑
i=1

ci

(
1− α2(ci + 1)

[
(α2ci + 1) + ∂ττ/κ

2
]−1)]

, on Γ�
I , (8)

where ∂τ is the tangential derivative and we have α = eıφ/2, ci = tan2(iπ/M) and M = 2N + 1. This
Padé-type impedance operator is obtained by approximating the exact non-local DtN map associated
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Figure 2: Configuration with two subdomains.

to the exterior half-plane problem (see e.g. [12, 31]). The symbol of the non-local operator exhibits a
square-root which is replaced with the (2N + 1)th-order Padé approximation after a φ-rotation of the
branch-cut. The performance of the obtained operator depends on the number of terms N and the angle
of rotation φ. The particular parameters N = 0 and φ = 0 leads to the basic ABC operator B�I = −ıκ.
See e.g. [23, 32] for further details.

For the effective implementation of the transmission condition, the application of the Padé-type
impedance operator on a field is written in such a way that it involves only differential operators.
Following an approach first used by Lindman [28] for ABCs, we introduce N auxiliary fields governed by
auxiliary equations on interface edge Γ�

I . The application of the Padé-type impedance operator is then
written as

B�I uI = B
(
uI , {ϕ�

I,i}i=1...N

)
:= −ıκα

[
uI +

2

M

N∑
i=1

ci

(
uI + ϕ�

I,i

)]
, on Γ�

I , (9)

with the auxiliary fields {ϕ�
I,i}i=1...N defined only on the edge and governed by the auxiliary equations

−∂ττϕ�
I,i − κ2

(
(α2ci + 1)ϕ�

I,i + α2(ci + 1)uI

)
= 0, on Γ�

I , (10)

for i = 1 . . . N . The linear multivariate function B is introduced to simplify the expressions in the
remainder of the paper. When this operator is used in a boundary condition for polygonal domains,
a special treatment is required to preserve the accuracy of the solution at the corners. In the case of
right-angle corners, an approach based on compatibility relations reveals to be very efficient [32].

2.3 Cross-point treatment

When the Padé-type impedance operator (9) is used in the boundary conditions and the interface condi-
tions of the subproblem (2), a special treatment is required at the corners of the subdomain ΩI . Indeed,
the auxiliary fields governed by equation (10) on the edges require boundary conditions at the extremities
of the edges, which corners of the subdomain. In this work, we use a cross-point treatment based on
compatibility relations developped for the right-angle case, first proposed in [33].

To present the cross-point treatment, we consider the neighboring subdomains ΩI and ΩJ represented
on Figure 2. For the sake of shortness, we describe the methodology in the case where transmission
conditions are prescribed on all the edges of both subdomains (i.e. they all are interface edges) and the
Padé-type impedance operator is used with the same parameters on all the edges.

The subdomains share the interface edge Γ
x+

I = Γ
x−
J and the interior cross-points P

x+y+
I = P

x−y+
J

and P
x+y−
I = P

x−y−
J . On the shared interface edge Γ

x+

I = Γ
x−
J , we have the transmissions conditions

∂nx+

I
uI +B

(
uI , {ϕx+

I,i}i=1...N

)
= g

x+

I , on Γ
x+

I , (11)

∂nx-
J
uJ +B

(
uJ , {ϕx−J,i }i=1...N

)
= g

x−
J , on Γ

x−
J , (12)
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where uI and uJ are the main fields defined on ΩI and ΩJ , respectively. The auxiliary fields {ϕx+

I,i}i and

{ϕx−J,i }i defined on the shared interface are governed by equation (10). The first set of auxiliary fields is
associated to the subproblem defined on ΩI , and the second set is associated to the one defined on ΩJ .
By using the impedance operator (9) in equation (4) on both sides of the interface, we have that the
transmission variables g

x+

I and g
x−
J verify

g
x+

I = −gx−J + 2B
(
uJ , {ϕx−J,i }i=1...N

)
, on Γ

x+

I , (13)

g
x−
J = −gx+

I + 2B
(
uI , {ϕx+

I,i}i=1...N

)
, on Γ

x−
J . (14)

With these transmission variables, the transmission conditions (11) and (12) enforce weakly the continuity
of the main field across the shared interface.

The cross-point treatment consists in enforcing weakly the continuity of auxiliary fields at cross-points.
More precisely, only auxiliary fields defined on edges that are aligned are continuous. For instance, the
auxiliary fields {ϕy+I,j}j defined on Γ

y+
I and the auxiliary fields {ϕy+J,j}j defined on Γ

y+
J (i.e. defined on the

upper edges of ΩI and ΩJ , respectively, see Figure 2) must be equal at P
x+y+
I = P

x−y+
J . Following the

approach detailed in [33], transmission conditions with specific impedance operators are used to enforce
weakly the continuity. At the cross-point, we use the transmission conditions

∂nx+

I
ϕ
y+
I,j +B

(
ϕ
y+
I,j , {ψ

x+y+
I,ij }i=1...N

)
= g

y+x+

I,j , at P
x+y+
I , (15)

∂nx-
J
ϕ
y+
J,j +B

(
ϕ
y+
J,j , {ψ

x−y+
J,ij }i=1...N

)
= g

y+x−
J,j , at P

x−y+
J , (16)

for j = 1 . . . N , with the scalar variables {ψx+y+
I,ij }ij and {ψx−y+J,ij }ij defined as

ψ
x+y+
I,ij = −

[
α2(cj + 1)ϕ

x+

I,i + α2(ci + 1)ϕ
y+
I,j

]/[
α2ci + α2cj + 1

]
, at P

x+y+
I , (17)

ψ
x−y+
J,ij = −

[
α2(cj + 1)ϕ

x−
J,i + α2(ci + 1)ϕ

y+
J,j

]/[
α2ci + α2cj + 1

]
, at P

x−y+
J , (18)

for i, j = 1 . . . N . At the cross-point, the new transmission variables {gx+

I,j}j and {gx+

J,j}j verify

g
y+x+

I,j = −gy+x−J,j + 2B
(
ϕ
y+
J,j , {ψ

x−y+
J,ij }i=1...N

)
, at P

x+y+
I , (19)

g
y+x−
J,j = −gy+x+

I,j + 2B
(
ϕ
y+
I,j , {ψ

x+y+
I,ij }i=1...N

)
, at P

x−y+
J , (20)

for j = 1 . . . N . In a nutshell, the same transmission condition with the multivariate function B is used on
the interface to couple the main fields (equations (11)-(12)) and at the cross-points to couple the auxiliary
fields (equations (17)-(18)). The scalar variables defined at the corners of the subdomains introduce a
coupling of auxiliary fields living on adjacent edges of each subdomain. This strategy can be adapted
rather straightforwardly to deal with boundary cross-points, where interface edges and boundary edges
with boundary condition meet. For further details, we refer to [33].

The iterative domain decomposition algorithm is very similar to the algorithm described at the end
of section 2.1. At each iteration, subproblems associated to the subdomains are solved concurrently, and
transmission variables are updated. Here, the subproblem associated to ΩI consists in finding the main
field verifying system (2) and auxiliary fields verifying equations similar to (10) on each interface edge.
The transmission variables are associated to interfaces edges and cross-points. They are updated with
formulas similar to

g
x+ (n+1)
I = −gx− (n)

J + 2B
(
u
(n)
J , {ϕx− (n)

J,i }i=1...N

)
, on Γ

x+

I (21)

and
g
y+x+ (n+1)
I,j = −gy+x− (n)

J,j + 2B
(
ϕ
y+ (n)
J,i , {ψx−y+ (n)

J,ij }i=1...N

)
, on P

x+y+
I , (22)

which are obtained by rewritting equations (13) and (19) similarly to the general update formula (5).
Following the approach explained in section 2.1, all the transmission variables can be merged into a
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global vector g(n+1), and the global process can be recast as one application of an iterative operator A
on the vector. At each iteration n+1, the whole process can be seen as one step of the Jacobi method to
solve the linear system (I −A)g = b, which could be solved with a Krylov subspace iterative method.
Here, the main difference with most of the works is that the global vector includes transmission variables
associated to both interfaces and cross-points.

3 Algebraic structure of the interface problem

In this section, we analyze the algebraic structure of the global interface problem, which can be written
in an abstract form as

Fg := (I −A)g = b, (23)

where A is the iteration matrix, g is the set of all transmission variables and b is given by the source
term. The global matrix F := I −A can be represented as a Ndom ×Ndom sparse block matrix, which
each block corresponds to the coupling between the unknowns of two subdomains. The nature of the
blocks is discussed 3.1 and the sparse structure of this global block matrix is analyzed in subsection 3.2.

3.1 Identification of the blocks

Using the block representation, the abstract system (23) can be rewritten as

Ndom∑
J=1

FJ
I gJ = bI , I = 1 . . . Ndom, (24)

where the vectors gI and bI contain all the transmission variables and the source terms, respectively, for
the subdomain ΩI . The block FJ

I corresponds to a coupling between the transmission variables of the
subdomains ΩI and ΩJ . The blocks corresponding to subdomains that are not neighbours (i.e which do
not share any interface edge) are cancelled because there is no direct coupling between the corresponding
variables. Since there are at most four neighbouring subdomains for each subdomains, there are at most
four off-diagonal blocks in each line and each column of the global block matrix.

For studying the blocks, we consider a setting with transmission conditions based on the basic
impedance operator for the sake of simplicity. In that case, all the transmission variables are associ-
ated to the interface edges. Since there are two transmission variables per interface edge (one for each
neighboring subdomain), the total size of the vectors g and b is twice the number of interface edges.
The size of the blocks gI and bI in these vectors corresponds to the number of interface edges for the
subdomain ΩI . The block can then be rectangular if the neighbouring subdomains ΩI and ΩJ have
different numbers of interface edges. To simplify the presentation, we assume hereafter that ΩI and ΩJ
do not touch the exterior border of the main domain (i.e. each of them has four interface edges and FJ

I

is a 4× 4 matrix).

Every line of the system corresponds to a relation similar to equation (4). Let us consider the line
for the transmission variable g

x+

I , which corresponds to the relation

g
x+

I = −gx−J + 2Bx−J uJ , on Γ
x+

I , (25)

where J is such that ΩI and ΩJ are neighbouring subdomains with the shared interface edge Γ
x+

I = Γ
x−
J .

By the linearity of the problem, the solution uJ can be slip into two contributions, uJ = vJ + wJ . The
field vJ is the solution of subproblem (2) for ΩJ where the right-hand-side term of the Dirichlet boundary
condition on ∂ΩJ ∩ Γsca is cancelled. The field wJ is the solution of subproblem (2) for ΩJ where the
right-hand-side terms of the transmission conditions are cancelled. Equation (25) can then be rewritten
as

g
x+

I = −gx−J + 2Bx−J vJ + b
x−
J , on Γ

x+

I , (26)

where b
x−
J := 2Bx−J wJ depends only on the data of the problem, with is the incident plane wave is the

present case. In order to exhibit dependences between transmission variables, we decompose the field vJ
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into several contributions. For every interface edge Γ�
J (with � ∈ {x−, y−, x+, y+}), we introduce the

field v�J (g�J ) as the solution of subproblem (2) for ΩJ with the transmission variable g�J prescribed on Γ�
J

and where all the other transmission variables and the right-hand-side term of the Dirichlet condition
are cancelled. By linearity, the solution of vJ can then be written as

vJ =
∑
�

v�J (g�J ), (27)

Using this decomposition into equation (26) gives

g
x+

I + g
x−
J − 2

∑
�

Bx−J v�J (g�J ) = b
x−
J , on Γ

x+

I . (28)

Defining the self-coupling and transfer operators as

EJI : g
x−
J 7−→ g

x−
J − 2Bx−J v

x−
J (g

x−
J ) := EJI g

x−
J ,

T JI : g�J 7−→ −2Bx−J v�J (g�J ) := T JI g�J , for � ∈ {y−, x+, y+},
(29)

we finally have the representation

g
x+

I + EJI g
x−
J +

∑
� 6=x−

T JI g�J = b
x−
J , on Γ

x+

I . (30)

The self-coupling operator EJI introduces a coupling between the transmission variables living on the
same interface edge Γ

x+

I = Γ
x−
J , while the transfer operators introduces a coupling between g

x+

I and the
transmission variables living on the other interface edges of ΩJ (i.e. any Γ�

J 6= Γ
x+

I ). These couplings
are illustrated in Figure 3.

Thanks to the representation in equation (30), the elements of the matrix and the right-hand side of
the global system can be identified. The right-hand side of (30) is an element of bI . Looking at the first
term in the left-hand side, we straightforwardly have that the blocks on the diagonal of the global matrix
are identity matrices. Finally, the second and third terms correspond to elements in the off-diagonal
block FJ

I . The other elements of this block are equal to zero because the relation (30) corresponding
to the other edges of ΩI do not involve transmission variables of ΩJ . For instance, assuming that the
shared interface edge is Γ

x+

I = Γ
x−
J , the block FJ

I and the vector gJ read

FJ
I =


0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

EJI T JI T JI T JI
0 0 0 0

 and gJ =


g
x−
J

g
y−
J

g
x+

J

g
y+
J

 . (31)
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(a) Column-type arrangement (b) Diagonal-type arrangement

Figure 4: Illustration of the subdomains arranged in two different manners with a 3 × 3 checkerboard
partition. The colored arrows indicate interactions between groups of subdomains.

Using equation (30), one has the relation[
0, 0, g

x+

I , 0
]>

+ FJ
I gJ =

[
0, 0, b

x−
J , 0

]>
. (32)

This example corresponds to the illustration in Figure 3. In the general case with subdomains touching
the exterior border of the main domain, this matrix can be rectangular with numbers of lines and columns
between two and four. Each block always exhibits only one non-zero line, with one self-coupling operator
and between one and three transfer operators.

3.2 Block matrix forms for the global system

The sparse structure of the global block matrix consists of all blocks FJ
I and identity blocks II . With

one-dimensional domain partitions, the matrix is block tridiagonal, which was leveraged to device efficient
sweeping preconditioners (see e.g. [1, 42, 46]). With checkerboard partitions, the matrix can also be block
tridiagonal if the blocks are arranged correctly. In order to clearly present this tridiagonal structure which
will illustrate horizontal sweeps and diagonal sweeps in the next section, the subdomains are arranged
in columns and diagonals, which are illustrated in Figure 4 for a 3× 3 checkerboard partition.

We first analyze the structure of the global system obtained with the column-type arrangement. For
the 3× 3 checkerboard partition, the system can be written as

I1 F2
1 F3

1

F1
2 I2 F4

2 F5
2

F2
4 I4 F7

4

F1
3 I3 F5

3 F6
3

F2
5 F3

5 I5 F7
5 F8

5

F4
7 F5

7 I7 F9
7

F3
6 I6 F8

6

F5
8 F6

8 I8 F9
8

F7
9 F8

9 I9





g1

g2

g4

g3

g5

g7

g6

g8

g9



=



b1

b2

b4

b3

b5

b7

b6

b8

b9



, (33)

where II is the identity matrix associated to the subdomain ΩI . The global matrix can be rewritten as a
3× 3 block tridiagonal matrix, where each large block corresponds to interactions between subdomains
belonging to two given columns of the domain partition. Each large block contains 3 × 3 small blocks
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corresponding to interactions between the subdomains of both columns. The limits of these large blocks
are drawed in equation (33). The off-diagonal large blocks, which correspond to interactions between
two different columns, are block diagonal. For a general Nr ×Nc partition of the domain, the structure
remains the same. The global matrix remains a block tridiagonal matrix with Nc×Nc large blocks, each
large block contains Nr ×Nr small blocks, and the off-diagonal large blocks remains block diagonal.

With the diagonal-type arrangement, the structure of the global system can be written as

I1 F2
1 F3

1

F1
2 I2 F4

2 F5
2

F1
3 I3 F5

3 F6
3

F2
4 I4 F7

4

F2
5 F3

5 I5 F7
5 F8

5

F3
6 I6 F8

6

F4
7 F5

7 I7 F9
7

F5
8 F6

8 I8 F9
8

F7
9 F8

9 I9





g1

g2

g3

g4

g5

g6

g7

g8

g9



=



b1

b2

b3

b4

b5

b6

b7

b8

b9



. (34)

The matrix of the system can again be written as a block tridiagonal matrix with large blocks correspond-
ing to interactions between two groups of subdomains. Here, each group corresponds to the subdomains
on a given diagonal of the domain partition (see Figure 4b). In the matrix, the diagonal large blocks
are identity matrices because subdomains belonging to the same group are never neighbours. The off-
diagonal large block are rectangular with different sizes because the groups contain different numbers of
subdomains. For a general Nr×Nc partition of the domain, there are Nr +Nc−1 groups of subdomains
and the matrix of the system can be still be written as a block tridiagonal matrix.

Whatever the subdomains are grouped by column, row or diagonal, the global system can be repre-
sented with a bloc tridiagonal matrix. For convenience, we introduce the general representation

F [1]
[1] F [2]

[1]

F [1]
[2] F [2]

[2] F [3]
[2]

F [2]
[3] F [3]

[3] F [4]
[3]

F [3]
[4] F [4]

[4] F [5]
[4]

F [4]
[5] F [5]

[5]





g[1]

g[2]

g[3]

g[4]

g[5]


=



b[1]

b[2]

b[3]

b[4]

b[5]


, (35)

where the vectors g[I] and b[I] are associated to one group of subdomains and each block F [J]
[I] corresponds

to the coupling between the transmission variables of two groups. Each block corresponds to one box in
equations (33) and (34).

4 Sweeping preconditioners for the interface problem

In this section, we present sweeping preconditioners to accelerate the solution of the interface problem
Fg = b with standard iterative schemes based on Krylov subspaces. To be efficient, a preconditioner F̃
must be designed such that solving the preconditioned problem F̃−1Fg = F̃−1b is faster than solving
the unpreconditioned problem, and applying the inverse of the preconditioner on any vector is affordable.
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With sweeping preconditioners, applying the inverse of F̃ on a vector corresponds to solving subproblems
in a certain order to transfer information following the natural path taken by propagative waves.

Sweeping preconditioners have been proposed for layered partitions of the domain e.g. in [36, 42, 43,
46, 47]. With this kind of partition, the global matrix can be written with a block tridiagonal representa-
tion, which each block on the diagonal is an identity matrix and each off-diagonal block is associated to
the coupling between two neighboring layers. Thanks to this structure, the lower and upper triangular
parts of the global matrix, which are used in standard Gauss-Seidel and SOR preconditioners, can be
explicitly inverted. Applying the inverse of the lower and upper triangular matrices simply corresponds
to solving subproblems following forward and backward sweeps over the subdomains, respectively. This
approach has been used in [47] to design various sweeping preconditioners for layered partitions.

We propose an extension of sweeping preconditioners for checkerboard partitions. Ideas used in
[47] are applied here by considering the block tridiagonal representation of the global matrix shown in
equation (35). Although the sweeps are performed over the groups of subdomains, the sweeping directions
don’t depend on the arrangement of the subdomains. Column-type and diagonal-type arrangement of
the subdomains are only used to illustrate horizontal and diagonal sweeps. For the sake of clarity, we
introduce the groups of subdomains Ω[S], with S = 1 . . . Ngr, which correspond to columns or diagonals
in Figure 4. Block symmetric Gauss-Seidel (SGS) and parallel double sweep (DS) preconditioners are
described in section 4.1 and 4.2. Computational aspects and extensions are discussed in section 4.3.

4.1 Block Symmetric Gauss-Seidel (SGS) preconditioner

The general block Symmetric Gauss-Seidel (SGS) preconditioner reads

F̃SGS = (D + L̊)D−1(D + Ů), (36)

where D, L̊ and Ů are respectively the diagonal part, the strictly lower triangular part and the strictly
upper triangular part of the block matrix F represented in equation (35). Assuming there is no coupling
between subdomains of the same group, the diagonal part is an identity matrix, D = I. The precondi-
tioner can then be rewritten as F̃SGS = LU , with the lower triangular matrix L = I + L̊ and the upper
triangular matrix U = I + Ů , which reads

L =



I

F [1]
[2] I

F [2]
[3] I

. . .
. . .

F [Ngr−1]
[Ngr]

I


, U =



I F [2]
[1]

I F [3]
[2]

. . .
. . .

I F [Ngr]

[Ngr−1]

I


. (37)

To compute explicitly the inverse of the preconditioner, we introduce the matrices L([I],[J]) and U ([I],[J])

that contain the unit diagonal and only one off-diagonal block with the element F [J]
[I] . We have

F̃SGS = LU =
(
L([2],[1]) L([3],[2]) · · · L([Ngr],[Ngr−1])

)(
U ([Ngr−1],[Ngr]) · · · U ([2],[3]) U ([1],[2])

)
(38)

and

F̃−1SGS = U−1 L−1 =
(
U−1([1],[2]) U

−1
([2],[3]) · · · U

−1
([Ngr−1],[Ngr])

)(
L−1([Ngr],[Ngr−1]) · · · L

−1
([3],[2]) L

−1
([2],[1])

)
. (39)

We can easily see that the inverse of the matrices L([I],[J]) and U ([I],[J]) are the same matrices, but
with the opposite sign on the off-diagonal block. Applying the inverse of the preconditioner can be then
computed using Algorithm 1. The procedure is written more explicitly in Algorithm 2.

In Algorithm 1, the application of F [S]
[S+1] on a vector rS corresponds to solving subproblems defined

on the subdomains of Ω[S] with the transmission data contained in rS . The result is used to update
transmission variables in rS+1, associated to the subdomains of Ω[S+1]. Therefore, the first loop, which
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Algorithm 1: Application of the SGS preconditioner: r← F̃−1SGS r.

// Forward sweep (application of L−1)

for S = 1 : (Ngr − 1) do

rS+1 ← rS+1 −F [S]
[S+1]rS

end

// Backward sweep (application of U−1)

for S = Ngr : 2 do

rS−1 ← rS−1 −F [S]
[S−1]rS

end

Algorithm 2: Application of the SGS or DS preconditioner: r← F̃−1 r.

// Forward sweep

for S = 1 : (Ngr − 1) do
parfor each I such that ΩI ⊂ Ω[S] do

Configure boundary data for subproblem on ΩI :

uD ← 0 on ∂ΩI ∩ ΓD
g�I ← r�I on each interface edge Γ�

I 6⊂ ∂Ω[S+1]

g�I ← r�I on each interface edge Γ�
I ⊂ ∂Ω[S+1] (If SGS prec.)

g�I ← 0 on each interface edge Γ�
I ⊂ ∂Ω[S+1] (If DS prec.)

Compute uI by solving subproblem on ΩI .

Update transmission data for subproblems of the next group:

r�
′

J ← r�
′

J − r�I + 2B�I uI on each interface edge Γ�
I ⊂ ∂Ω[S+1] (If SGS prec.)

r�
′

J ← r�
′

J + 2B�I uI on each interface edge Γ�
I ⊂ ∂Ω[S+1] (If DS prec.)

with J and �′ such that ΩJ ⊂ Ω[S+1] and Γ�
I = Γ�′

J

end

end

// Backward sweep

for S = Ngr : 2 do
parfor each I such that ΩI ⊂ Ω[S] do

Configure boundary data for subproblem on ΩI :

uD ← 0 on ∂ΩI ∩ ΓD
g�I ← r�I on each interface edge Γ�

I 6⊂ ∂Ω[S−1]

g�I ← r�I on each interface edge Γ�
I ⊂ ∂Ω[S−1] (If SGS prec.)

g�I ← 0 on each interface edge Γ�
I ⊂ ∂Ω[S−1] (If DS prec.)

Compute uI by solving subproblem on ΩI .

Update transmission data for subproblems of the previous group:

r�
′

J ← r�
′

J − r�I + 2B�I uI on each interface edge Γ�
I ⊂ ∂Ω[S−1] (If SGS prec.)

r�
′

J ← r�
′

J + 2B�I uI on each interface edge Γ�
I ⊂ ∂Ω[S−1] (If DS prec.)

with J and �′ such that ΩJ ⊂ Ω[S−1] and Γ�
I = Γ�′

J

end

end

corresponds to the application of L−1, can be interpreted as a forward sweep, where information are
propagated across groups of increasing number. Similarily, the loop corresponding to the application
of U−1 can be interpreted as a backward sweep, where information are propagated across groups of
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(a) Horizontal sweeps. Resp. Ū−1
(3)

, Ū−1
(2)

(b) Diagonal sweeps. Resp. Ū−1
(5)

, Ū−1
(4)

and Ū−1
(3)

Figure 5: Illustration of the SGS preconditioner with horizontal sweeps and diagonal sweeps. The numbers
correspond to the subdomain numbers. Red edges correspond to transmissions variables that are updated. Blue
edges correspond to transmission variables that are used in the update formula.

decreasing number. The sweeps are performed in the horizontal or diagonal direction not depending on
the arrangement of the subdomains. Iterations of the backward sweep are illustrated on Figure 5 for
horizontal sweeps and diagonal sweeps.

In the SGS preconditioner, the forward and backward sweeps must be performed sequentially. Nev-
ertheless, in each iteration of both loops, the subproblems of a given group of subdomains can be solved
in parallel. With the horizontal sweeps, the update of the transmission variables inside each group have
been avoided since the diagonal part D has been replaced with an identity matrix. With the diagonal
sweeps, there is no coupling between the subdomains of the same group since there is no shared edge
between them.

4.2 Parallel Double Sweep (DS) preconditioner

With the parallel Double Sweep (DS) preconditioner, the L and U matrices are modified in such a way
that applying one of them does not modify the elements of the vector used by the other. The forward
and backward sweeps can then be performed in parallel, without data race, which potentially reduces
the runtime per iteration by a factor two in parallel environments.

The DS preconditioner can be written as F̃DS = L̃ Ũ = Ũ L̃ = L̃+Ũ−I. To remove the dependences
between L and U , the blocks are modified in such a way that, for a given group of subdomains Ω[S], the
forward sweep does not use transmission data from edges shared with a subdomain of Ω[S+1] (these data
are modified in the backward sweep), and the backward sweep does not use transmission data from edges
shared with a subdomain of Ω[S−1] (these data are modified in the forward sweep). The effective update
process is illustrated in Figure 6 for both horizontal and diagonal sweeps. The application of the DS
preconditioner on a vector is detailed in Algorithm 2. The main difference with the SGS preconditioner
is that one or more transmission variables are cancelled when solving the subdomains. Thanks to this
modification, the forward and backward sweeps can be performed in parallel.

In order to illustrate the modification of the blocks of L and U , we consider the 3×3 domain partition
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(a) Horizontal sweeps. Resp. Ū−1
(3)

, Ū−1
(2)

(b) Diagonal sweeps. Resp. Ū−1
(5)

, Ū−1
(4)

and Ū−1
(3)

Figure 6: Illustration of the DS preconditioner with horizontal sweeps and diagonal sweeps. The numbers
correspond to the subdomain numbers. Red edges correspond to transmissions variables that are updated. Blue
edges correspond to transmission variables that are used in the update formula.

with the diagonal-type arrangement. The blocks corresponding to the coupling of Ω[2] and Ω[3] reads

F [2]
[3] =

 F 2
4 0

F 2
5 F 3

5

0 F 3
6

 =



60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
60 T 2

4 T 2
4 E24 0 60 0 0

60 0 0 0 0 60 0 0

60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
60 T 2

5 E25 T 2
5 0 60 0 0

60 0 0 0 T 3
5 60 T 3

5 E35
60 0 0 0 0 60 0 0

60 0 0 0 0 60 0 0

60 0 0 0 T 3
6 60 E36 T 3

6

60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
60 0 0 0 0 60 0 0



(40)

and

F [3]
[2] =

[
F 4

2 F 5
2 0

0 F 5
3 F 6

3

]
=



60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
60 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 0 60 60 0

60 0 0 60 E52 T 5
2 T 5

2 T 5
2 0 60 60 0

60 E42 T 4
2 60 0 0 0 0 0 60 60 0

60 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 60 0 0 60
60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
60 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 E63 60 60 T 6

3

60 0 0 60 T 5
3 E53 T 5

3 T 5
3 0 60 60 0


, (41)

where rows and columns with 60 correspond to items on boundary edges which must be removed. These

blocks belong to L and U , respectively. The modified blocks F̃ [3]
[2] and F̃ [2]

[3] are obtained by removing
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the terms in gray. In F̃ [2]
[3], we cancel the terms in the 3rd, 4th, 7th and 8th columns, corresponding to

transmission variables on right edge and top edge of Ω2 and Ω3, shared with subdomains of the next

group. In F̃ [3]
[2], we cancel the terms in the 2nd, 5th, 6th and 9th columns, corresponding to transmission

variables on bottom edge of Ω4, left edge and bottom edge of Ω5 and left edge of Ω6, shared with

subdomains of the previous group. The modified blocks verify F̃ [3]
[2] F̃

[2]
[3] = 0.

4.3 Flexible preconditioners and parallel aspects

With both SGS and DS preconditioners, the forward and backward sweeps are performed in a direction

that only depends on the blocks −F [J]
[I] : a horizontal direction in which the blocks in the same column

are performed parallelly, and a diagonal direction in which the blocks in the same diagonal are per-
formed parallelly. With the standard version of GMRES, only one sweeping direction must be selected.
Nevertheless, in practical situations, it could be advantageous to combine different sweeping directions
in order to propagate information more rapidly in different zones of the computational domain. This
can be achieved thanks to the flexible version of GMRES, called F-GMRES [39, 40], where a different
preconditioner can be used at each iteration. Therefore, the DS and SGS preconditioners can be used
with sweeping directions that shall be modified in the course of the iterations, possibly accelerating the
convergence of the iterative procedure.

The final computational procedure contains operations that can be performed simultaneously, allow-
ing to use parallel compute architectures. The forward and backward loops are intrinsically sequential,
as the different groups of subdomains have to be treated successively in a specific order. Nevertheless,
parallelism can be found inside each iteration of these loops: Subproblems defined on subdomains of the
same group can be solved in parallel with both preconditioners. In addition, with the DS preconditioner,
the forward and backward sweeps can be performed in parallel, as discussed in the previous section.
For applications requiring computations with multiple right-hand sides, strategies can also be used to
accelete the computations by solving all the problems in parallel instead of successively.

In distributed-memory parallel environments, novel questions are raised, as the placement of the
subdomains on the processors shall influence the communications and the parallel efficiency. If only one
subdomain is placed on each processor, all the processors will be waiting most of the time because of
the sequential nature of the sweeping process. Strategies to improve the parallel efficiency have been
discussed in [47] for layered-type partitions. Checkerboard partitions offer novel possibilities, as groups
of subdomains can be placed on each processor, and different kind of groups can be chosen. Placement
strategies have been discussed in [45] in the context of the L-sweeps preconditioners. Here, for instance,
it can be advantageous to place one row of subdomains on each processor when using diagonal sweeps.
This strategy could improve the parallel efficiency by reducing the waiting time of processors.

5 Computational results

In this section, the preconditionners are studied and compared by using several two-dimensional bench-
marks solved with a high-order finite element method. We consider scattering benchmarks with a single
source (section 5.1) and multiple sources (section 5.2), the Marmousi problem (section 5.3) and acoustic
radiation from engine intake (section 5.4). The computational results presented in this article have been
obtained with a single multi-core processor. Only the solution of each subproblem was performed using
shared-memory parallelism.

5.1 Scattering problem with a single source

We consider the scattering of a plane wave by a sound-soft circular cylinder of radius equal to 1. The
scattered field is computed on a two-dimensional square domain of size 12.5× 12.5, which is partitioned
into an grid of 5×5 square subdomains. The scattering disk is placed in the middle of the subdomain that
is at the left-down corner of the grid (first configuration) or the subdomain in the middle of the domain
(second configuration). The Dirichlet boundary condition u(x) = −eikx is prescribed on the boundary
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of the disk, and the Padé-type HABC is prescribed on the exterior border of the computational domain
with compatibility conditions at the corners [32]. The Padé-type HABC operator is also used in the
transmission conditions prescribed at the interfaces between the subdomains with a suited cross-points
treatment (see section 2.3). Using a large number of auxiliary fields in the Padé-type HABC operator
can improve the accuracy of the numerical solution and the efficiency of the DDM for scattering problems
[4, 32]. The number of auxiliary fields N = 8 and the parameter φ = π/3 are used for both exterior and
transmission conditions. The wavenumber k is 2π and the wave length λ is 1.

The solution is computed using a standard high-order nodal finite element method on meshes made
of triangles and generated with Gmsh [20]. Two numerical settings have been considered: P1 finite
elements with 20 mesh vertices per wavelength (mesh elements of size h = 1/20), and P7 finite elements
with 3 elements per wavelength (h ≈ 1/21). The meshes of these two settings are made of 97868 nodes,
3966 P7 triangles and 70619 nodes, 139984 P1 triangles, respectively. The linear system resulting from
the finite element discretization is solved using preconditioned versions of GMRES. Both the symmetric
Gauss-Seidel (SGS) and the parallel double sweep (DS) preconditioners have been tested with three
strategies:

1. Diagonal sweeps: The forward sweep goes from the left-down corner to the right-up corner of the
partition, and the backward sweep does it the other way around. [SGS-D and DS-D]

2. Horizontal sweeps: The forward sweep goes from the left to the right of the partition, and the
backward sweep does it the other way around. [SGS-H and DS-H]

3. Two diagonal sweeping directions are used in alternance with the flexible version of GMRES (FGM-
RES). The sweeps are performed between the left-down and right-up corners and between the
left-up and right-down corners, alternatively. [SGS-2D and DS-2D]

First configuration: Source close to the corner of the domain

In the first configuration, the scattering disk is placed in the subdomain that is at the left-down corner
of the grid. Figure 7 shows snapshots of the solutions after the first GMRES iterations with the different
preconditioners. For all the preconditioners with diagonal sweeps, the solution is already good after only
one iteration, which is due to two successful strategies for this specific case. First, the HABC operator
used in the transmission conditions is particularly well-suited for scattering benchmarks. Then, the first
sweep over the subdomains goes from the left-bottom corner to right-up corner, which follows the natural
behavior of waves in this benchmark. Therefore, we get all correct information in all subdomains after
the first iteration. For the preconditioners with horizontal sweeps, relying on round-trips between left
boundary and right boundary, we can see that we get the complete solution only at fourth iteration.

The residual histories obtained with the different preconditioners are shown in Figure 8 for finite
element schemes with P1 and P7 elements, respectively. These results confirm the visual interpretations.
In both cases, the relative residual suddenly drops in residual at the first iteration when a preconditionner
with diagonal sweeps is used (i.e. SGS-D, SGS-2D, DS-D and DS-2D), while it happens at the fourth
iteration with horizontal sweeps (i.e. SGS-H and DS-H). Without preconditioner, eight iterations are
required to reach the sudden drop in residual because the waves have to go through eight subdomains
to travel from the left-down corner to the right-up corner.

By comparing the results obtained with P1 and P7 elements, we observe that the residual histories
are very similar before the sudden drop in residual with both kinds of finite elements. Nevertheless, the
sudden drops are much sharper and the residuals decrease more rapidly after the sudden drop with the
P7 elements. After the sudden drop in residual, we observe that the decay of the residual is nearly twice
slower with the DS preconditioner than with the SGS preconditioner when diagonal sweeps is used. This
must be balanced with the fact that the SGS preconditioner is intrinsically a sequential procedure, while
the DS preconditioner relies on two sweeps that can be done in parallel.
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(a) SGS preconditioner with diagonal sweeps [SGS-D]

(b) SGS preconditioner with horizontal sweeps [SGS-H]

(c) SGS preconditioner with F-GMRES and alternating diagonal sweeps [SGS-2D]

(d) DS preconditioner with diagonal sweeps [DS-D]

(e) DS preconditioner with horizontal sweeps [DS-H]

(f) DS preconditioner with F-GMRES and alternating diagonal sweeps [DS-2D]

Figure 7: Scattering problem with a single source (first configuration). Snapshot of the solution after 1, 2, 3
and 4 GMRES iterations with the different preconditioners.
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Figure 8: Scattering problem with a single source (first configuration). Residual history with/without precon-
ditioner with P1 elements and 20 mesh vertices by wavelength (left) and with P7 elements and 3 elements by
wavelength (right). Preconditioners with diagonal sweeps (SGS-D/DS-D), horizontal sweeps (SGS-H/DS-H) and
alternating diagonal sweeps (SGS-2D/DS-2D) are considered.

Second configuration: Source in the middle of the domain

In the second configuration, the scattering disk is placed in the middle of the computational domain.
Figure 9 shows snapshots of the solutions after the first GMRES iterations with the different precondi-
tioners. First, let us focus on the solutions obtained after the very first iteration. On the snapshots, we
see that the zone of influence of the source corresponds to subdomains that are mainly along the diagonal
direction or along the horizontal direction starting from the center of the domain. The propagation of
the source in these subdomains is obviously related to the use of preconditioners with diagonal sweeps
and horizontal sweeps of the subdomains, respectively.

By contrast with the first configuration, we have different results when the SGS and DS precondi-
tioners are used with the diagonal sweeps or the F-GMRES strategy. Because the forward sweeps and
backward sweeps of DS-D do not affect each other, the subdomains on the right-up and left-down corners
cannot be reached by the source after the first iteration, which is visible on Figures 9 (d) and (f). By
contrast, these subdomains can be reached during the backward sweep of the SGS preconditioner, which
is performed after the forward sweep (Figures 9 (a) and (c)). With diagonal sweeps, four iterations
are required to get a good solution in all the subdomains with the DS preconditioner, while only two
iterations are required with the SGS preconditioner. When the strategy with F-GMRES is used, the
solution is very good at the second iteration, even with the DS preconditioner, because the sweeps of
successive iterations are performed along both diagonal directions (Figures 9 (b) and (e)).

The residual histories obtained with the different preconditioners are shown in Figure 10 for finite
element schemes with P1 and P7 elements, respectively. In all the cases, the relative residual decreases
slowly until a sudden drop, which happens when the source has been propagated in all the subdomains,
and when the numerical solution is close to the converged solution. The results confirm the visual
observations. With the SGS preconditioner, the sudden drop occurs at the second iteration if the
diagonal sweeps or the stategy with F-GMRES is used, and a third iteration is required with horizontal
sweeps. With the DS preconditioner, four iterations are necessary with diagonal sweeps, while alternating
diagonal sweeps realized by F-GMRES still requires two iterations.

When the source is placed in an arbitrary position in the computational domain, using flexible
preconditioners, with several alternative sweeping directions, can be much more suitable than fixed
preconditioners. Here, both SGS and DS preconditioners perform very well with the alternating diagonal
sweeps. With P1 finite elements, the number of iterations to get the relative residual 10−6 is twice
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(a) SGS preconditioner with diagonal sweeps [SGS-D]

(b) SGS preconditioner with horizontal sweeps [SGS-H]

(c) SGS preconditioner with F-GMRES and alternating diagonal sweeps [SGS-2D]

(d) DS preconditioner with diagonal sweeps [DS-D]

(e) DS preconditioner with horizontal sweeps [DS-H]

(f) DS preconditioner with F-GMRES and alternating diagonal sweeps [DS-2D]

Figure 9: Scattering problem with a single source (second configuration). Snapshot of the solution after 1, 2, 3
and 4 GMRES iterations with the different preconditioners.
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Figure 10: Scattering problem with a single source (second configuration). Residual history with/without
preconditioner with P1 elements and 20 mesh vertices by wavelength (left) and with P7 elements and 3 elements
by wavelength (right). Preconditioners with diagonal sweeps (SGS-D/DS-D), horizontal sweeps (SGS-H/DS-H)
and alternating diagonal sweeps (SGS-2D/DS-2D) are considered.

larger with the DS preconditioner than with the SGS preconditioner. Because the sweeps of the DS
preconditioner can be done in parallel, providing a speed up of 2, both SGS and DS approaches seem
equivalent. By contract, the number of iterations is similar with P7 finite elements. The parallel DS
preconditioner then is more interesting for that case.

5.2 Scattering problem with multiple sources

In this section, we consider the scattering of a plane wave by two sound-soft circular cylinders of unit
radius. This problem is more challenging for the DDM than the previous one because the multiple
reflections between both obstacles can be complicated to capture. The simulations are performed over
square grids of Nr × Nc subdomains, with Nr = Nc = 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20. The dimension of each
subdomain is 2.5 × 2.5. For each configuration, the scattering disks are placed at the left-down corner
and the right-down corner of the grid. The physical and numerical parameters are the same as in the
previous section. The numerical solutions for the 4× 4 and 5× 5 configurations are shown in Figure 11.

The numbers of GMRES iterations to reach a relative residual 10−6 with the different precondition-
ers are given in Figure 12 for different domain partitions. Contrary with the single obstacle case, the
physical solution cannot be obtained in only one or two sweeps anymore because of the multiple reflec-
tions between both obstacles. We observe that the number of iterations increases with the number of
subdomains when the preconditioners are used with a fixed horizontal or diagonal sweeps. By contrast,
the strategy with the alternating diagonal sweepss keep the number of iterations constant, both with
SGS and DS preconditioners. This is mainly due to the position of the disks: each of the two alternating
diagonal sweeps is well suited to one of the sources. The number of iteration is slightly lower with the
SGS preconditioner than with the DS preconditioner, but the latter will be more interesting in parallel
environments considering that the forward and backward sweeps can be performed concurrently.

5.3 Marmousi benchmark

The Marmousi model is a 2D velocity model which is based on the geological structure of the Cuanza
basin. This model exhibits a complex velocity profile c(x) with realistic features (see Figure 13). It is
frequently used to evaluate the performance of numerical solvers with heterogeneous media (e.g. [42]).
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Figure 11: Scattering problem with two sources. Snapshot of the solution for configurations with 4 × 4 and
5 × 5 subdomains.

Figure 12: Scattering problem with two sources. Number of iterations with preconditioned GMRES and
F-GMRES (without restart) to reach the relative residual 10−6 for different domain partitions.

The numerical simulations are performed over the computational domain1 [0, 9192] × [0,−2904]. The
Helmholtz equation is solved over the domain, with the HABC prescribed on the boundary of the
domain, and two point sources placed at coordinates (9192/8,−10) and (9192× 7/8,−10), respectively.
The angular frequency is ω = 20π, and the wavenumber is given by k(x) = ω/c(x). Here, the maximum
wavenumber is kmax = 20π/1500 ≈ 0.042 and the minimum wavenumber is kmin = 20π/4500 ≈ 0.014. In
this case, the wavenumber is much smaller than 1 and the pollution term in [22] affects little. Therefore,
the numerical setting is only P1 triangular elements with 20 mesh vertices per wavelength. The mesh
of the computational domain is made of 137808 nodes and 274018 P1 triangles. The parameters of the
HABC operator are N = 4 and φ = π/3 for both the exterior boundary condition and the transmission
conditions prescribed at the interfaces between the subdomains. The numerical solution is shown in
Figure 14.

The numbers of GMRES iterations to reach a relative residual 10−6 with the different preconditioners
are given in Figure 15. We have considered domain decompositions into rectangular grids of Nr × Nc
subdomains, where the number of rows is Nr = 3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 33 and the number of columns is
Nc = 3Nr. We observe that the number of iterations increases with the number of subdomains with

1We assume that all the spatial dimensions are provided in the metric unit [m].
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Figure 13: Marmousi benchmark. Velocity profile with values from 1500 m/s to 5500 m/s.

Figure 14: Marmousi benchmark. Numerical solution and domain partition with 3 × 9 subdomains.

Figure 15: Marmousi benchmark. Number of iterations with preconditioned GMRES and F-GMRES (without
restart) to reach the relative residual 10−6 for different domain partitions. The domain is partitioned into Nr×Nc

subdomains, with Nr = 9, 15, 21, 27, 33 and Nc = 3Nr.

all the preconditionners, but the increase is very slown with F-GMRES and the switching sweeping
directions. Between the coarsest domain partition (3× 9 subdomains) and the finest partition (33× 99
subdomains), the number of iterations has increased by a factor between 5 and 9 with the preconditioners
with fixed sweeping directions (SGS-D, SGS-H, DS-D, DS-H), while the factor is smaller than 2 with the
switching sweeping directions (SGS-2D, DS-2D). In nearly all the cases, the SGS preconditioner with
switching sweeping directions requires the smallest number of iterations, but, considering the possible
parallelisation of the forward/backward sweeps with the DS preconditioner, that strategy is the best if
a parallel environment is used.
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Figure 16: Benchmark “Engine intake”. Representation of the computational domain and boundary conditions.

5.4 Acoustic radiation from engine intake

Description of the benchmark and domain partition

In the last benchmark, we address the computation of a time-harmonic acoustic field in a computa-
tional domain that is not rectangular. It deals with the aeroacoustics of an idealized turbofan engine
intake. The geometry, shown in Figure 16, is a cylindrical duct of slowly-varying cross-section. The
2D Helmholtz equation is solved on this computational domain, which is included inside the rectangular
region [−0.3, 3.0]× [0.0, 2.5]. We consider a Dirichlet condition on the source, u|source = sin((2π/0.50) ·y),
homogeneous Neumann boundary condition on the hardwalls, and an HABC on the artificial borders
where the waves must be radiated (see Figure 16). For the numerical solution, P5 finite elements are used
with 5 elements per wavelength. The mesh of the computational domain is made of about 3.5×107 nodes
and 2.8× 106 P5 triangles for wavenumber 160π (h ≈ 1/2000). The parameters of the HABC operators
are N = 4 and φ = π/3 for both interface and exterior edges. The numerical solution corresponding to
wavenumber k = 160π is shown on Figure 17.

Because the domain is not rectangular, additional steps are required to apply the proposed sweeping
preconditioners, which are designed a priori only for checkerboard partitions. We have generated domain
partitions of the rectangular region that contains the computational domain. This process is performed
with Gmsh before the mesh generation. Then, every partition contains Nr×Nc rectangular subdomains
(see Figure 18), but several “null” subdomains are fully outside the computational domain (e.g. subdo-
main ΩJ on Figure 18, right), and several subdomains are crossed by the border of the computational
domain (e.g. subdomains ΩI , ΩL and ΩK on Figure 18, right). After discretization, no unknown is
associated to the null subdomains. The number of unknowns is smaller for subdomains that are crossed
by the domain border than for rectangular subdomains that are fully contained inside the computa-
tional domain. Similarily, the number of discrete transmission variables is smaller on interface edges
crossed by the domain boundary. In practice, the solution procedure is performed by iterating over all
the subdomains, wathever they are inside or outside the computational domain. Dummy systems and
dummy vectors of variables are associated to the null subdomains, and dummy transmission variables are
associated to interface edges which do not belong to the computational domain (i.e. red dashed edges on
Figure 18). Therefore, the sweeping preconditioner and our computational code can be straightforwardly
used for this benchmark.

Results

Figure 19 presents the snapshot of the solution with 48×36 subdomains at the beginning of the procedure
from iteration 0 to iteration 3 with preconditioners SGS-2D. The wavenumber k is 80π in Figure 19
instead of 160π considering that the visualisation is more clearly visible. At the first iteration, partial
information is obtained by sweeps that go from the left-down corner to the right-up corner and the other
is missed at the top of the computational domain. At the second iteration, the information at the top
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Figure 17: Benchmark “Engine intake”. Snapshot of the numerical solution for wavenumber k = 160π.

Figure 18: Benchmark “Engine intake”. Mesh and example of domain partition.

of the computational domain is got added, which is contributed by alternating sweeps. At the third
iteration, more details in the information is presented in the computational domain.

The number of iterations and the runtime to reach a relative residual 10−6 with the different precondi-
tioners are given in Figure 20. Simulations are carried out on a Intel Xeon Phi (CPU 7210@1.30GHz) and
parallelized using OpenMP interface. The runtime corresponds to the restarted (F)GMRES resolution
phase (number of restart = 20). The number of threads is equal to the number of rows of subdomains.

The convergence rate with SGS-2D is the fastest. The results are comparable with DS-2D. With both
preconditioners, the number of iterations is stable.

Comparing flexible preconditioners and fixed preconditioners, we can also see that switching precon-
ditioners improve robustness of DDMs. SGS-H and DS-H are not good enough. We can see that the
number of iterations with both preconditioners increases with the number of rows of subdomains. This
indicates that SGS-H and DS-H might be suitable for long geometries.

Comparing all the solvers, the DDMs with switching preconditioners perform best. When the number
of subdomains increases, the runtime is smaller with switching preconditioners than with the others. The
reason is that the number of iterations is smaller with switching preconditioners. There isn’t significant
improvement on timing with fixed preconditioners SGS-D or DS-D. Although both preconditioners reduce
the number of iterations, the inner steps of these preconditioners at each iteration are time-consuming.

6 Conclusion

We have proposed and compared multidirectional sweeping preconditioners for the finite element solution
of Helmholtz problems with checkerboard domain decompositions. The domain decomposition algorithm
relies on high-order transmission conditions and a cross-point treatment proposed in [33]. This algorithm
is well suited to Helmholtz problems with checkerboard partitions of the computational domain, but it
cannot scale with the number of subdomains without an efficient preconditioning technique.

While most of the sweeping techniques have been studied for layered domain partitions, we have
presented generalizations for checkerboard partitions, offering flexibility in the choice of the sweeping
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(a) iteration 0.

(b) iteration 1.

(c) iteration 2.

(d) iteration 3.

Figure 19: Benchmark “Engine intake”. Snapshot of the solution at the beginning of the procedure (iteration
0) and after 1, 2 and 3 iterations with SGS-2D. The wavenumber is 80π.

directions. Horizontal, vertical and diagonal sweeping directions can be used with symmetric Gauss-
Seidel and parallel double sweep preconditioners. Several directions can be combined by using the
flexible version of GMRES. For applicative cases, these preconditioners provide an efficient way to rapidly
transfer information in the different zones of the computational domain, then accelerating the convergence
of iterative solution procedures with GMRES. We have observed that the diagonal sweeping directions,
with flipping between each iteration of the flexible GMRES, where particularly efficient in all the cases.

The multidirectional sweeping preconditioners can be straightforwardly extended to three dimensions.
Thanks to the block representation of the interface system (equation (35)), every kind of sweeping
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(a) Number of iterations (b) Runtime in seconds

Figure 20: Benchmark “Engine intake”. Number of iterations (a) and runtime in seconds (b) with precondi-
tioned GMRES and F-GMRES (with restart) to reach the relative residual 10−6 for different domain partitions.
The domain is partitioned into Nr ×Nc subdomains, with Nr = 6, 12, 18, 24, 36 and Nc = 4Nr/3.

preconditioner can be applied, such as the symmetric successive over-relaxation (SOR) preconditioner.
A parallel quadruple sweep preconditioner, with four sweeps performing simultaneously in the +x, −x,
+y and −y directions, can also be designed as a generalization of the parallel DS preconditioner. In
future works, these preconditioners will be tested to problems with multiple right-hand sides, and in
distributed-memory parallel environments, where novel questions are raised for parallel efficiency.
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